Staying Ahead of Attacks
with Automation
Joint Solution Brief
To be proactive and fully prepared for cyber-attacks today, security
teams must accurately understand the true effectiveness of countless
security controls, security processes, and alerting. Breach and attack
simulation from SafeBreach shows organizations how well their
defenses will protect—or not—against attacks, so they can prioritize
security efforts and make the most of their investments in security.

The integration of SafeBreach with Cortex XSOAR enables a closed-loop
security solution. SafeBreach continuously simulates attacks against
your network, endpoint and cloud infrastructure using thousands of
breach and attack methods contained in the SafeBreach Hacker’s
PlaybookTM. When attacks are not blocked by security controls,
remediation of your security controls is required to ensure hackers
cannot exploit vulnerabilities.

Remediation data is streamed to Palo Alto Networks Cortex XSOAR to automate the changes necessary across the enterprise environment—to identify
and remediate defensive weaknesses before they are exploited by attackers.

Use Case 1 — Automate Response of Indicators That Breach Your Enterprise
Challenge

Solution

Security teams receive numerous indicators of compromise (IOC)
from a host of security tools, with limited view of which indicators will
compromise your enterprise. Your security team spends an excessive
amount of cycles to gather all the various indicators, investigate to
identify duplicates, research, prioritize and approve updates to endpoint,
network security configurations.

SafeBreach continuously tests your security defenses to determine
which attacks will impact your enterprise, and supplies validated
indicators to show which security defenses failed. The integration with
SafeBreach allows Palo Alto Networks Cortex XSOAR to fetch IOCs
from SafeBreach that identify the attacks which went unblocked by your
security controls. From there, Cortex XSOAR Threat Intelligence helps
security teams orchestrate and automate their mitigation actions, from
investigation to approval and validation of endpoint and network security
control updates, in a closed loop process.
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Use Case 2 — Automate Endpoint and Network Security Control Validation
Challenge

Solution

Security teams struggle to obtain visibility of which attacks tactics, and
techniques will succeed in bypassing their security controls. Because
many vulnerabilities are detected, it is very challenging to remediate
them through a manual process of investigation and updating of
numerous security controls. The focus of CISOs is shifting to map to
the MITRE ATT&CK framework, because this gives a useful, organized,
and readily understood view of their security posture. Importantly,
it highlights where remediation efforts should be focused to harden
enterprise defenses. Mapping exposures to ATT&CK generates a large
amount of data to analyze for remediation. The security team must
also track the shifting landscape of security controls and the impact of

SafeBreach continuously runs breach and attack simulations to validate
that your security controls have the correct indicators needed to block
known attacks. SafeBreach automatically maps the simulation results
to MITRE ATT&CK framework for a well-organized and consistent view
of which specific attack techniques expose the enterprise to devastating
cyber-attacks. The integration with Cortex XSOAR removes a significant
burden from your security team by automating the mitigation of security
gaps that enables successful breaches. Security analysts can easily
identify the techniques that pose a real threat, and can trigger Cortex
XSOAR, from the SafeBreach Platform, to generate a playbook for
updating your endpoint, network and SIEM controls. Then, rerun the
simulations to close the validation loop, ensuring that the controls in
place are up to date.
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Benefits
•

With the deep integration of SafeBreach and Cortex XSOAR, analysts

•

can simulate attacks, identify and remediate security weaknesses, and
ensure that fixes work as intended, all in a closed-loop process.

•

Reduce dwell time of attack methods that have been validated to
breach your environment.

•

Orchestrate endpoint and network security control mitigation of weak

SafeBreach integrated with Threat Intel Management of Cortex XSOAR,

points—that are revealed by IOCs—with a SafeBreach Cortex XSOAR

orchestrates the mitigation efforts to block known attack methods

playbook.

which SafeBreach shows could be successful.
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